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Aperture
The partially enclosed, somewhat rounded negative 
space in some characters. 

Ball Terminal
The partially enclosed, somewhat rounded negative 
space in some characters. 

Bowl
The curved part of the character that encloses the 
circular or curved parts (counter) of some letters 
such as d, b, o, D, and B. 

Ascender
The upward vertical stem on some lowercase letters, 
such as h and b, that extends above the x-height.

Arm
The horizontal stroke on some characters that does 
not connect to a stroke or stem at one or both ends. 

x Baseline
The imaginary line upon which a line of text rests.

Counter
The enclosed or partially enclosed circular or curved 
negative space (white space) of some letters such 
as d, o, and s. 

Cap Height
The height of a capital letter above the baseline for 
a particular typeface.

Crotch
An acute, inside angle where two strokes meet.

Crossbar
The (usually) horizontal stroke across the middle of 
uppercase A and H.

Ear
Typically found on the lower case g, an ear is a 
decorative flourish usually on the upper right side of 
the bowl. 

Descender
The portion of some lowercase letters, such as g and 
y, that extends or descends below the baseline.

Kerning
Refers to adjusting the space between two letters. If 
letters in a typeface are spaced too uniformly, they 
make a pattern that doesn’t look uniform enough.

Eye
Much like a counter, the eye refers specifically to the 
enclosed space in a lowercase e.

Leg
The lower, down sloping stroke of the K and k is 
called a leg. The same stroke on R as well as the tail 
of a Q is sometimes also called a leg. 

Leading
The amount of space added between lines of text to 
make the document legible. 

Serif
The little extra stroke found at the end of main 
vertical and horizontal strokes of some letterforms.

Loop
In a double-storey g, the loop is the enclosed or 
partially enclosed counter below the baseline that is 
connected to the bowl by a link.of a Q is sometimes 
also called a leg. 

Spur
A small projection o� a main stroke.

Shoulder
The curve at the beginning of a leg of a character, 
such as in an “m.” 

Tail
The descending, often decorative stroke on the 
letter Q or the descending, often curved diagonal 
stroke on K or R is the tail.

Stem
The main, usually vertical stroke of a letterform.  

Tittle
A small distinguishing mark, such as an diacritic on a 
lowercase i or j. Also known as a Dot. 

Terminal
The terminal is a type of curve. Many sources 
consider a terminal to be just the end (straight or 
curved) of any stroke that doesn’t include a serif 
(which can include serif fonts, such as the little 
stroke at the end.

X-Line
The imaginary line which marks the top of lowercase 
letters which have no ascenders. 

X-Height
The distance between the baseline of a line of type 
and tops of the main body of lower case letters (i.e. 
excluding ascenders or descenders).
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